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An exploration of the vacuum ultraviolet magnetic circular dichroism and absorption spectra of propylene
and a comparison to ethylene spectra provides new information on the electronic structure of ethylene. Ethylene
has three electronic transitions in the energy region previously assigned as two. The presently proposed
assignments for these transitions areπ f 3s(1Ag f 1B3u), π f π*( 1Ag f 1B1u), andπ f 3p. The lowest
energy transition that was previously assigned as the beginning of theπ f π* is assigned as theπ f 3s
transition. Theπ f π* andπ f 3p transitions are accidentally degenerate in ethylene. The electronic transition
with sharp structure doublets which was previously assigned asπ f 3s is assigned as one of theπ f 3p [π
f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g), π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g), or π f 3px (1Ag f 1A1g)] vibronically allowed electronic transitions.
A case is presented that it is theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) and/or theπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) electronic transitions
that are responsible for the sharp structured doublets in ethylene.

Introduction

A large number of molecules contain a carbon-carbon double
bond and are often called olefins. Ethylene is the simplest olefin
and serves as the basis for understanding the electronic structure
of not only all molecules with one carbon-carbon double bond
but also molecules with multiple double bonds. Electronic
structure determines all the chemistry of a molecule. Conse-
quently, the number of transitions, their energies, and their
assignments in ethylene is an extremely important problem.

The assignment of transitions and their energy in ethylene
has been generally agreed to for about 50 years.1-7 The
absorption spectrum of ethylene is shown in Figure 1. This
accepted interpretation is that theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) starts
at about 50 000 cm-1 (200 nm) with low intensity, and the
transition continues gaining intensity and eventually reaches a
maximum at about 160 nm (62 500 cm-1). The vibrational peaks
are separated by about 800 cm-1. On top of theπ f π* (1Ag

f 1B1u) transition theπ f 3s Rydberg (1Ag f 1B3u) transition
starts at about 57 336 cm-1 (174 nm) with a very sharp
distinctive structure. The sharp absorption peaks occur in pairs
and are often referred to as doublets. There are at least four
doublets. The doublets are separated from each other by about
1300 cm-1 and the peaks within the doublet are separated by
about 500 cm-1.

This interpretation, while generally accepted, has always led
to difficulties.1,8-15 Obtaining agreement between theory and
experiment for ethylene has proved to be difficult and illusive.
Therefore, as soon as a new experimental method became
available, it was utilized with the hope of furthering the
understanding of the electronic structure of ethylene.1,8,12-29 In
addition, there have been innumerable theoretical calculations
carried out to determine the electronic structure of ethylene and
other simple olefins.1,30-52

Simple olefins such as propylene and other molecules with a
single double bond absorb mainly in the vacuum ultraviolet
region of the spectrum (below 200 nm or 50 000 cm-1). This
region is experimentally more challenging than the visible or
ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. The capability has been
developed to experimentally obtain the magnetic circular
dichroism spectrum in the vacuum ultraviolet region through
the use of synchrotron radiation at the Synchrotron Radiation
Center, University of WisconsinsMadison.53-56 Magnetic cir-
cular dichroism measurements were carried out on the four meter
normal incidence monochromator with an end station and
superconducting magnet specifically designed for this purpose
by Snyder et al.

Figure 1. Absorption spectrum of ethylene. The generally accepted
assignment is that theπ f π* ( 1Ag f 1B1u) transition is the first
transition observed. On top of theπ f π* ( 1Ag f 1B1u) transition the
π f 3s Rydberg (1Ag f 1B3u) transition starting at about 57 336 cm-1

(174 nm) with a very sharp doublet structure.
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When molecules are in a strong magnetic field with the
magnetic field parallel to the direction of propagation of the
electromagnetic radiation, the absorption of left and right
circularly polarized radiation is different. This is called magnetic
circular dichroism. Magnetic circular dichroism spectroscopy
measures the difference in molar extinction coefficient for left
and right circularly polarized radiation,εL - εR, or the difference
in absorbance for left and right circularly polarized radiation,
AL - AR, as a function of wavelength or wavenumber. Because
magnetic circular dichroism measures a difference, the peaks
may be positive or negative. Since overlapping electronic
transitions may have opposite signed magnetic circular dichro-
ism (i.e., positive and negative peaks), a peak which appears to
be one transition in the absorption spectrum can be shown to
be more than one transition by the use of magnetic circular
dichroism spectroscopy.

Application of magnetic circular dichroism gives new insights
into the electronic structure of molecules. In discussion of
magnetic circular dichroism there are three type of terms, the
A, B, andC terms.A andC terms are only relevant for molecules
which belong to a point group with degenerate ground or excited
states. For molecules that do not belong to a point group with
degenerate states,B terms are the only type of term observed
in the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum. Both ethylene and
propylene will exhibit onlyB terms in their magnetic circular
dichroism spectrum.B terms have the same shape as the
absorption but they may be positive or negative in sign. They
are in general smaller and more difficult to measure thanA and
C terms. TheB terms are more difficult to interpret theoretically
since they arise from mixing of transitions. However,B terms
are particularly useful for detecting hidden transitions.

The absorption spectrum is dominated by valence transitions
which for ethylene and propylene would be theπ f π* (1Ag

f 1B1u) transition or Nf V transition. That is to say, the
allowed valence transitions are more intense than the Rydberg
transitions such asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u). In contrast to
absorption, it has been experimentally observed in other
polyatomic molecules that the magnetic circular dichroism
spectrum is not dominated by the valence transitions. In fact,
Rydberg transitions often exhibit a significant signal and
dominate the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum.11,57-59

The magnetic circular dichroism and absorption spectra of
propylene were obtained to gather information about the
electronic structure of simple olefins, particularly ethylene.

Experimental Section

The magnetic circular dichroism and absorption spectra were
measured using synchrotron radiation at the Synchrotron Radia-
tion Center, University of WisconsinsMadison. For the mea-
surements on propylene the magnetic circular dichroism instru-
mentation was attached to the four-meter normal incidence
monochromator. The monochromator had the 1200 groove per
millimeter Al-MgF2 grating (reciprocal linear dispersion 2.08
Å per mm) in place. With this grating, the monochromator has
four times higher resolution than the aluminum Seya-Namioka
monochromator used in previous experiments. The magnetic
circular dichroism instrumentation has been described pre-
viously.11,19,57-59 However, the instrument was upgraded when
a new experimental chamber was constructed to accommodate
a new sample cell and a new superconducting magnet. The new
magnet was specifically designed for this experiment and
constructed by Oxford Instruments. The new magnet is capable
of generating stronger fields (8 and 10 T with pumping) than
the previously used superconducting magnet. The slit width was

125 µm (i.e., a spectral bandwidth of 0.26 Å) in the higher
energy region. The lower energy region of the spectrum was
scanned with 500µm slits (1.04 Å).

For the magnetic circular dichroism measurements a time
constant of 4 s was used on the lock-in amplifier. A computer
averaged about six to eight readings for each point. The data
were smoothed using a FORTRAN program written to smooth
the high-frequency noise. The program smoothed the data by
averaging each data point with its nearest neighbors. The system
was calibrated usingd-10-camphorsulfonic acid at 290 nm.60

The absorption spectrum of ethylene was obtained on the 1
m Seya Namioka monochromator at the Synchrotron Radiation
Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison. The spectral band-
width for these measurements was 0.42 Å.

Results and Discussion

Coordinate System and Nomenclature.Ethylene belongs
to theD2h point group. Because of its high symmetry there are
various conventions for the axes in the literature. In this paper
the z-axis is taken to be along the double bond and thex-axis
is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. [This is the
recommended convention for the ethylene coordinate system.]61

All symmetry designations are for this coordinate system. Table
1 provides the symmetry designations of the various electronic
transitions for ethylene discussed in this paper. The table also
gives the polarization for the orbitally allowed transitions.

It is important to know what coordinate system is used in a
paper because choice of coordinates affects the symmetry labels.
In the literature one can find papers that use all of the possible
choices of coordinates. Often, particularly in vibrational spec-
troscopy, thex-axis is chosen along the double bond and the
z-axis is perpendicular to the bond. This choice of axes
interchanges 1 and 3 in the symmetry labels. Changing the axes
changes the symmetry labels for both the electronic transitions
and the normal modes of vibration.

In this paper, electronic excitations are being discussed.
However, the observed vibrational structure will be used to help
with this interpretation. For this purpose, the following notation
for the normal modes of vibration involved in the electronic
transition is used:

Therefore, 20
1 means one quanta of vibrational normal mode

2, (V2), in the electronic excited state from the electronic ground
state and vibrational ground state with quantum number 0, (V0).

Propylene Spectra and Assignments.The magnetic circular
dichroism and absorption spectra for propylene are presented

TABLE 1: Transition Notation for Ethylene, Point Group
D2h (z Axis along Double Bond;x Axis Perpendicular to the
Molecular Plane)a

transition orbital notation state notation
polarization of orbitally

allowed transition

π f π* 1b3uf 1b2g
1Ag f 1B1u z

π f 3s 1b3uf 4ag
1Ag f 1B3u x

π f 3pσ 1b3uf 3 b1u
1Ag f 1B2g not orbitally allowed

π f 3py 1b3uf 2 b2u
1Ag f 1B1g not orbitally allowed

π f 3px 1b3uf 2 b3u
1Ag f 1Ag not orbitally allowed

a An electronic transition is orbitally allowed if electric dipole
transition moment integral has a value. The integral has a value if the
triple direct product Γelectronic excited state × Γdipole moment operator ×
Γelectronic ground statecontains the totally symmetric irreducible representa-
tion, ag.
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in Figure 2 for the 52 000-65 500 cm-1 energy region. The
propylene absorption spectrum is at higher resolution than
previous absorption spectra. The data shows the power of
magnetic circular dichroism to uncover overlapping electronic
transitions. The spectrum shows that there are at least three
electronic transitions in this region of the spectrum. The first
transition is negative, the second transition is positive, and the
third transition is negative. The magnetic circular dichroism
spectrum shows distinct and different vibrational structure for
each electronic transition. The electronic excited states of
propylene have been previously investigated using absorption
spectroscopy, electron impact spectroscopy and theoretical
calculations.1,17,39,52,62-67 The magnetic circular dichroism results
are consistent with what was expected from these previous
results; however, it also gives new information about the
electronic structure. The magnetic circular dichroism spectrum
shows unequivocally that there are at least three electronic
transitions in this energy region and also shows the energy of
these transitions. The magnetic circular dichroism spectrum of
propylene clearly shows the third electronic transition starts at
a lower energy than previously believed. Also, since the
absorption spectrum is at higher resolution than previous
absorption spectra, it shows additional vibrational structure.

The first transition for propylene is from 52 000-55 080
cm-1. This transition exhibits a vibrational progression in both
the absorption and magnetic circular dichroism spectra of about
400 cm-1. The magnetic circular dichroism is negative in this
region. In the absorption spectrum the maximum molar extinc-
tion coefficient is approximately 1500 L mol-1 cm-1, which is
indicative of an orbitally allowed transition. The transitions that
are orbitally allowed and expected to be in this energy region
are π f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) and π f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u). The
magnitude of theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) transition is expected
to be larger than theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transition.1 The energy
and magnitude of the first transition is consistent with an
assignment ofπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u). [Ethylene symmetry
notation for the transitions is used here.] This transition is often
called the Nf R(3s) Rydberg transition.

It is interesting to consider what type of vibration is
responsible for the observed 400 cm-1 progression. Experi-

mental values for the ground-state vibrations show vibrations
with energies in the appropriate range.67-70 A PM3 semiem-
pirical calculation was carried out with Hyperchem software
(version 6.0, by Hypercube) to obtain the normal modes and
their energies. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
values for various normal vibrations in propylene shows the
vibrational progression of 400 cm-1 is most likely a wagging
vibration. The 2a′′ normal mode has a calculated energy of about
580 cm-1 in the ground state and an experimental value of 579
cm-1. This 2a′′ normal mode is expected to have a lower value
in the excited state, and 400 cm-1 is a reasonable value for this
wagging vibration in theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) excited state.

The next electronic transition has an opposite sign from the
first magnetic circular dichroism band and is positive. The
transition is centered at about 57 000 cm-1 and extends from
55 080-58 760 cm-1. This transition is much stronger in the
absorption spectrum than the first transition. It has a molar
extinction coefficient of about 9500 L mol-1 cm-1, which
indicates a strong transition that is orbitally allowed. There is
no obvious vibrational progression in the magnetic circular
dichroism spectrum for this transition. The absorption spectrum
may have peaks separated by about 1350 cm-1. This transition
could be assigned asπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) or one of theπ f
3p transitions. However, the magnitude of the molar extinction
coefficient clearly shows that it is an allowed transition. The
magnitude and energy indicate an assignment ofπ f π* (1Ag

f 1B1u), often called the Nf V valence transition.
The third transition is the same sign as the first transition

(negative), and has sharp vibrational structure. The doublet
structure observed in ethylene is clearly visible for this transition
in the propylene magnetic circular dichroism spectrum. The
propylene doublets are separated from each other by about 1300
cm-1, and the second peak of the doublet is separated by about
560 cm-1 from the first peak. In ethylene, the doublets are
separated from each other by about 1300 cm-1, and the second
peak of the doublet is separated by about 500 cm-1 from the
first peak. The magnetic circular dichroism spectrum of pro-
pylene shows the connection of the third propylene transition
to the sharp structured doublets in ethylene. The molar extinction
coefficient for the third transition of propylene is less than the
second transition. The assignment of the third transition is most
likely one of theπ f 3p (N f R(3p)) transitions. Regardless
of the assignment of this transition, it is the same transition in
ethylene and propylene.

One of the puzzles in the spectra of simple olefins has been
the difference between the absorption spectra of ethylene and
other olefins such as propylene. The first transition in ethylene
has been traditionally assigned asπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) while
in propylene and other monoolefins the first transition has been
assigned asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u). In addition the doublets in
ethylene were not obvious in the propylene absorption spectra.
For the first time the similarity of the spectra for ethylene and
propylene becomes apparent. The magnetic circular dichroism
spectrum of propylene clearly shows the doublet structure
similar to the ethylene doublet structure for the third magnetic
circular dichroism band in propylene.

Comparison to Ethylene.An important experiment was the
measurement of the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum of
ethylene in the 53 250-62 500 cm-1 region.8 The results are
presented in Figure 3 and discussed in the next few paragraphs.

First, the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum in the 55 000
cm-1 region shows a negative magnetic circular dichroism
vibrational structure which matches the absorption spectrum.
The vibrational peaks are separated by about 800 cm-1. In the

Figure 2. Absorption (top) and magnetic circular dichroism (bottom)
spectra of propylene. The molar extinction coefficient,ε, has units of
cm-1 L mol-1. The magnetic circular dichroism [MCD] has units of
∆ε/T.
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absorption spectrum this transition has been traditionally as-
signed as the beginning of theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u).

Next, there is the negative sharp doublet magnetic circular
dichroism peaks connected to the doublet absorption peaks that
start at about 57 400 cm-1. These peaks are the same sign as
the magnetic circular dichroism in the 55 000 cm-1 region. The
sharp doublets are generally assigned asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u)
in the absorption spectrum. Surprisingly, oppositely signed
positive magnetic circular dichroism peaks were found between
the sharp doublets. This is indicative of an additional electronic
transition. It suggests that there are three electronic transitions
in ethylene in a region formerly assigned to two electronic
transitions. It was suggested that the transition with positive
magnetic circular dichroism was one of theπ f 3p transitions.8

Comparison to propylene results in a different interpretation
for the electronic transitions in ethylene. The magnetic circular
dichroism spectra show three transitions in a similar energy
region, for both propylene and ethylene. These results support
the fact that there are three electronic transitions in ethylene in
this region. Given that there are three electronic transitions, the
next question is the assignment of these transitions. Information
obtained from the magnetic circular dichroism of propylene
suggests new assignments for the ethylene spectrum. The
suggested assignments are discussed below.

The first transition in propylene is in the energy range from
52 000 to 55 080 cm-1. This transition has a vibrational
progression in both the magnetic circular dichroism and
absorption spectrum. The molar extinction coefficient in the
absorption spectrum is 1500 L mol-1 cm-1. All this is consistent
with an assignment ofπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u).

Now, consider the first region of the ethylene spectrum from
50 000 to about 57 000 cm-1. This transition has a vibrational
progression of 800 cm-1 in both the magnetic circular dichroism
and absorption spectrum. The molar extinction coefficient in
the absorption spectrum is 800 L mol-1 cm-1. These observa-
tions are reminiscent of the observations for the first transition
in propylene. This transition in ethylene has previously been
assigned as the beginning of theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u). However,

an assignment ofπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) or N f R(3s) for this
transition in ethylene would fit with the data and would agree
with the assignment for propylene.

With an assignment ofπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) for the electronic
transition it is interesting to consider which vibration may be
responsible for the 800 cm-1 vibrational progression. Table 2
lists all normal modes for the ground state, their vibrational
energies, and the symmetry of each vibration for the coordinate
system used in this paper.70 On the basis of the ground state
vibrational energies, the only normal modes with an energy in
the appropriate range are theν7 [b2g], ν9 [b2u], and ν12 [b3u]
vibrations. For an orbitally allowed electronic transition all the
ag vibrations, normal modesV1, V2, and V3, are allowed. To
determine whether theν7 (b2g) vibration is allowed for the
ethyleneπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) electronic transition the following
direct product is evaluated using theD2h point group.

Since the direct product contains the totally symmetric mode,
ag, theν7 (b2g) normal mode is allowed for theπ f 3s (1Ag f
1B3u) electronic transition. The vibrations,ν9, andν12, are only
allowed for theπ f 3p vibronically allowed transitions. By
elimination that leavesν7 (b2g), a wagging vibration, which as
shown above, is allowed for theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) electronic
transition and has a ground-state value of 943 cm-1.

It is not unusual for the energy of vibration to be less in an
excited electronic state than in the ground state. Thus, the
experimentally observed value of 800 cm-1 is plausible for the
ν7 [b2g] vibration in the 3s (1B3u) excited state. For the electronic
transitionπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) the transition moment integral
is allowed for both even [70

2 ∼ ag] numbered vibrational levels
and odd [70

1 ∼ b2g] numbered vibrational levels. That is
because theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) electronic transition is allowed

Figure 3. Absorption and magnetic circular dichroism spectra of
ethylene. The molar extinction coefficient,ε, has units of cm-1 L mol-1.
The magnetic circular dichroism data plotted as∆ε ) εL - εR (units
of cm-1 L mol-1) is from ref 8 (Brith-Linder and Allen). The magnetic
circular dichroism was recorded with a magnetic field of 40kG. The
data are plotted in terms of wavenumber for ease of comparison.

TABLE 2: Normal Vibrational Modes for Ethylene D2h
Point Group

no. of
vibration

ground state70

νj , cm-1 symmetry

ν1 3026 ag
CH2 s-str

ν2 1623 ag
CdC str

ν3 1342 ag
CH2 s-scis

ν4 1023 au
CH2 twist

ν5 2989 b1u

CH2 s-str
ν6 1444 b1u

CH2 scis
ν7 943 b2g

CH2 wag
ν8 3106 b2u

CH2 as-str
ν9 826 b2u

CH2 rock
ν10 3103 b3g

CH2 as-str
ν11 1236 b3g

CH2 rock
ν12 949 b3u

CH2 wag

Γelectronic excited state× Γexcit vibrational state×
Γdipole moment operator× Γelectronic ground state× Γground vibr state

B3ub2g(b3u

b2u

b1u
)A1gag ) (b2g

b3g

agr
)
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for both vibrations of symmetry ag and b2g. If the electronic
transition was not orbitally allowed this vibration would not be
allowed for even numbered vibrational levels becauseν7 [b2g]
is not a totally symmetric mode. As a result, the transition is
allowed for every vibrational level ofV7. It is proposed that the
ν7 [b2g] vibration is responsible for the observed vibrational
progression. This vibration has been previously suggested as
the mode responsible for this progression.1,71Theν7 is a wagging
vibration and is similar to the type of vibration involved in the
vibrational progression observed for theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u)
transition in propylene.

The next two transitions are oppositely signed in the magnetic
circular dichroism spectrum, and are degenerate in the 57 000-
62 500 cm-1 region. The sharp structured doublets were
previously assigned asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u).1,8 If the first
transition in ethylene is assigned asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u), then
the next two transitions must beπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) and one
of theπ f 3p transitions. The sharp structured doublets should
be the same transition in ethylene and propylene. Comparison
with propylene leads to an assignment as one of theπ f 3p (N
f R(3p)) transitions. The fact that the doublets are so sharp in
ethylene is consistent with an assignment of a vibronically
allowed transition.

Now the question is, which one of the three possibleπ f 3p
transitions is this? All of theπ f 3p transitions are orbitally
forbidden for ethylene. Coupling of an orbitally forbidden
transition with an appropriate vibration results in a vibronically
allowed transition. Table 3 lists all the vibrations which make
the variousπ f 3p transitions vibronically allowed.

Since none of theπ f 3p transitions are orbitally allowed in
ethylene, the 0-0 band is not expected to be observed. The

first peak of the first doublet is referred to as the vibronic origin.
That leaves the question of the vibrational mode responsible
for the vibronic origin. The normal modes which can couple
with the variousπ f 3p transitions and make them vibronically
allowed areν4[au, 1023 cm-1], ν5[b1u, 2989 cm-1], ν6 [1444
cm-1], ν8 [3106 cm-1], ν9 [826 cm-1], and ν12 [949 cm-1].
Unfortunately the absorption or magnetic circular dichroism
spectra do not provide any information to help choose what
vibration is serving as the vibronic origin. We will refer to it as
X1 meaning that it is one quantum of normal mode X, and X
could be any of the normal modes listed in Table 3.

The doublets are spaced from each other by 1300 cm-1 in
ethylene. The vibrational spacing of 1300 cm-1 is the progres-
sion forming vibrational mode. Since progression forming modes
are usually totally symmetric, the ag vibrations are considered.
The ground-state values for the ag normal mode vibrationsV2

[1623 cm-1] andV3 [1342 cm-1] of ethylene are in the correct
energy range. TheV2 vibration is the CdC stretching normal
mode. The electronic excitation is from theπ bonding orbital
so the CdC stretching vibration in the excited state is expected
to have a smaller value than the ground state. The value forV2

in the excited states is believed to be in the vicinity of 1350
cm-1 for ethylene1 and is appropriate for the progression-
forming mode. Also, the value ofV2 is expected to be less
affected by the substitution of H [ethylene] with CH3 [propylene]
since it is the CdC stretching vibration. This is consistent with
the fact that in the ground states the CdC stretching vibration
is 1623 cm-1 for ethylene, and 1652 cm-1 for propylene. Since
the ground-state values are so close, it would not be unexpected
that the excited-state values would be similar. Thus, the doublet
structure would be expected to be similar in both molecules if

TABLE 3: Allowed Vibronic Origins for π ) 3p Transitions in Ethylenea

a To determine which vibrations can serve as a vibronic origin for theπ f 3p transitions the following direct product is determinedΓelectronic excited state

× Γexcited vibrational× Γdipole moment operator× Γelectronic ground× Γground vibrational. If it contains the totally symmetric mode, ag, it is vibronically allowed. [The
ground electronic state and ground vibrational state both belong to the totally symmetric mode.]
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the CdC stretching vibration is involved. This is consistent with
the observation that the doublet spacing in both ethylene and
propylene is about 1300 cm-1. Thus, the progression-forming
mode is assigned asV2. The proposed assignment is X0

1 (first
peak first doublet), 20

1 X0
1 (first peak second doublet), 20

2

X0
1(first peak third doublet), 20

3 X0
1 (first peak fourth doublet)

whereX is the normal mode involved in the vibronic origin. X
is one of the normal modes listed in Table 3.

Data from resonance Raman spectra give a clue about what
vibration maybe responsible for the vibronic origin. Resonance
Raman spectra carried out in this region found activity in the
V2(CdC) stretching,V3(CH2) symmetric scissors, and theV4

twisting mode.15 Since this region has more than one electronic
transition, the interpretation of which vibration is connected to
which electronic transition is not completely clear. However,
the V4 twisting mode can serve to make theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f
1B2g) and/or π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) electronic transitions
vibronically allowed. Assuming the vibration responsible for
the vibronic origin is theV4 CH2 twisting mode, the vibrational
assignment would be 40

1 (first peak first doublet), 20
1 40

1 (first
peak second doublet), 20

2 40
1(first peak third doublet), 20

3 40
1

(first peak fourth doublet). This assignment is consistent with
the V2 and V4 normal modes being observed in the resonance
Raman spectra. It is proposed that the progression forming mode
is the totally symmetricV2(CdC) stretching mode adding on in
multiples to theV4(CH2) twisting mode.

Using symmetry arguments, it can be shown that theπ f
3px (1A1g f 1Ag) electronic transition does not contribute to the
magnetic circular dichroism spectrum in either theD2h or D2

point groups.11,38 TheD2 point group is considered in addition
to D2h since it is believed that the equilibrium structure in the
excited states of ethylene is twisted. In addition theV4 (au)
twisting vibration, which is observed in the resonance Raman
spectrum of ethylene, cannot serve as the vibronic origin forπ
f 3px (1A1g f 1Ag) electronic transition. The vibrations shown
in Table 3 that could serve as vibronic origins for this transition
would have a magnetic circular dichroism. However, these
vibrational transitions were not observed in the resonance Raman
spectrum. For these reasons the assignment of theπ f 3p
transition asπ f 3px (1Ag f 1Ag) is considered unlikely.

The vibrational assignment withV4 as the vibronic origin and
V2 as the progression-forming mode is consistent with both an
assignment of the electronic transition asπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)
and π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g). An assignment of the electronic
transition asπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) with V4 serving as vibronic
origin would bez polarized. It would gain intensity from theπ
f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) as well as any otherz polarized transition.
The π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) transition vibronically allowed by
theV4 transition would bey polarized. Both of these transitions
can be shown to have a magnetic circular dichroism signal either
in theD2 point group or in theD2h point group withV4 serving
as vibronic origin andV2 as the progression-forming mode.

The next question is the assignment of the second peak in
each doublet. Since the spacing of the second peaks in the
doublet from each other is 1300 cm-1, the vibrational progres-
sion forming mode would be the same as the progression
forming mode for the first peaks, theV2(CdC) stretching mode.
Searching Table 3 for normal modes that have a value about
500 cm-1 larger than theV4 [1023 cm-1] twisting vibration and
can serve as a vibronic origin shows that there does not appear
to be an appropriate vibration for theπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)
electronic transition.

However, theV6 b1u [CH2 scissors, 1444 cm-1] vibration is
in the appropriate energy range to serve as a second vibronic

origin for the π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) transition. Thus, the
doublets could be due to theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) electronic
transition. TheV4 andV6 normal modes would serve as vibronic
origins for the first and second peak of the first doublet, andV2

serves as the progression-forming mode.
There are two arguments against the above assignment. First

V6 was not observed in the resonance Raman spectra. Second
the V6 normal mode should be affected by the substitution of
CH3 for H in going from ethylene to propylene. The reason
that it should be affected is that it is a scissors vibration
involving the CH bonds in ethylene. Neither of these arguments
is conclusive, but they indicate that other possibilities should
be considered.

There is a possibility that has not been considered previously
and is worth considering. The threeπ f 3p transitions in
ethylene will not be degenerate, but they may not have very
different energies. Perhaps the second peak in the doublets is a
vibronic origin for another vibronically allowedπ f 3p
transition based on theV4 twisting mode. That is to say the first
peak in each doublet would belong to one of theπ f 3p
transitions and the second peak in each doublet would cor-
respond to anotherπ f 3p transition. TheV4 twisting vibration
would serve as the vibronic origin for both electronic transitions
and theV2 normal mode would serve as the progression forming
mode in both transitions. The two electronic transitions involved
would be theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) andπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)
transitions. This would solve the problem of finding one of the
otherπ f 3p transitions. If this is the situation, whether theπ
f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) or π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) electronic
transition is the first transition and which is the second transition
would be an open question.

The arguments above provide two possible assignments of
the sharp doublets. First, the sharp doublets could be one of
the π f 3p [π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) or π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)]
transitions with two different vibronic origins andV2 progression
mode. Second, the sharp doublets would be assigned as two
differentπ f 3p electronic transitions [π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g)
and π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)] both with the same enabling
vibrational mode andV2 progression mode.

Other Considerations

The proposed assignments of the electronic transitions in
ethylene are also consistent with other research observations.
Three of these are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Multiphoton ionization measurements were carried out on
ethylene with the goal of detecting the orbitally forbiddenπ f
3p transitions.16 The orbitally allowed transitions,π f π* and
π f 3s are forbidden for two photons. Theπ f 3p transitions
are orbitally forbidden for one photon absorption, but they are
allowed for two photons. The surprising experimental result was
as follows. Two photon resonances were found in the doublet
region, which was assigned asπ f 3s. Since theπ f 3s
transition is not two photon allowed, one would not expect to
observe it. The fact that it was observed has been explained.
However, another explanation is that the assignment of the
doublet structure in ethylene asπ f 3s is not correct. This
explanation supports the suggested assignment of the doublets
to a π f 3p transition rather than theπ f 3s transition.

Another problem has been the ability to theoretically calculate
the oscillator strengths of theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) andπ f
3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transitions. The oscillator strength of theπ f
π* (1Ag f 1B1u) transition is expected to be larger than theπ
f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transition. However, when calculations were
carried out using the time-dependent wave packet method, the
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predicted oscillator strength of theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) was
much larger than theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u).10 To resolve this
problem the suggestion was made that the sharp structured
doublets belong to theπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) transition rather
than theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transition. While theπ f 3py

(1Ag f 1B1g) transition is orbitally forbidden for ethylene, it is
suggested that it is vibronically coupled to theπ f π* (1Ag f
1B1u).10 Table 3 shows that theπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) transition
is vibronically allowed withV4 serving as the vibronic origin
and that it would bez polarized. Since theπ f π* (1Ag f
1B1u) transition isz polarized (see Table 2), it would couple to
the π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) transition. With this assignment of
transitions the theoretical calculation is able to better predict
the absorption spectrum and get a more realistic oscillator
strength for theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) transition. This reference
leaves the question of where theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transition
is located open.10 The results of these wave packet calculations
are consistent with our experimental results, which assign the
doublet structure to theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) and/orπ f 3py

(1Ag f 1B1g) vibronically allowed transition.
An interesting theoretical calculation is the first ab initio

calculations of the magnetic circular dichroism for ethylene.
These calculations were carried out at various levels of
approximation.38 The magnetic circular dichroismB terms were
calculated for theπ f π*(1Ag f 1B1u) and π f 3s (1Ag f
1B3u) transitions at the self-consistent field and MCSCF levels
for ethylene. For the traditional electronic assignments in
ethylene the experimental magnetic circular dichroism for the
π f π*(1Ag f 1B1u) andπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) have the same
sign. What is interesting about the theoretical calculations is
that the π f π*(1Ag f 1B1u) and π f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u)
transitions have oppositely signed magnetic circular dichroism
for most levels of approximation. This result is consistent with
the assignments proposed for ethylene in this paper. Theπ f
π*(1Ag f 1B1u) andπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) electronic transitions
have opposite signs in the magnetic circular dichroism spectra
in both ethylene and propylene.

Conclusion

One of the puzzles in the spectra of simple olefins has been
the difference between the absorption spectra of ethylene and
other olefins such as propylene. The magnetic circular dichroism
and absorption spectra of propylene and its comparison to the
spectra of ethylene show three electronic transitions for both
molecules in theπ f π* energy region. The comparison to
propylene confirms that the oppositely signed magnetic circular
dichroism between the sharp doublets in ethylene is due to
another electronic transition. The first and most important result
is that there are at least three electronic transitions in theπ f
π* region of the spectrum for both ethylene and propylene. An
equally important result is that theπ f π* is not the lowest
energy transition.

The next result is the assignment of these three electronic
transitions. The experimental results lead to new assignments
for the electronic transitions in ethylene. These new assignments
are summarized in Table 4 and are discussed briefly in the next
few paragraphs. The new assignments for ethylene reveal a
correspondence of the electronic structure for ethylene and
propylene as well as other olefins.

The lowest energy orbitally allowed electronic transition is
assigned asπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) in both ethylene and propylene.
A wagging vibration appears to account for the vibrational
progression in both molecules.

The second orbitally allowed transition in propylene is
assigned asπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u). It is opposite in sign to the
first transition in the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum, the
π f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) transition. The next transition in propylene
is assigned as the vibronically allowedπ f 3p transitions, most
likely the π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) and/orπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g).
The π f 3p transition is opposite in sign to theπ f π* (1Ag

f 1B1u) transition and it has the same type of sharp structured
doublets observed in ethylene. The sharp structured doublets
of propylene have the same sign as theπ f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u)
transition in the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum of
propylene.

In ethylene theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) electronic transition
and theπ f 3p vibronically allowed transition are accidentally
degenerate. Since theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) and π f 3p
transition have opposite signs in the magnetic circular dichroism
spectrum, theπ f π* (1Ag f 1B1u) transition is observed
between the doublet structure of theπ f 3p transition. It is
argued that the sharp doublets are due to theπ f 3pσ (1Ag f
1B2g) and/orπ f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) transition. It appears that
the V4 twisting vibration serves as the vibronic origin making
theπ f 3p transition allowed. TheV2(CdC) stretching vibration
serves as the progression-forming mode.

Figure 4 shows the absorption spectrum of ethylene with the
new assignments of the electronic transitions indicated on the
spectrum.

These experimental results demonstrate the power and
necessity of vacuum ultraviolet magnetic circular dichroism
measurements. For instance, examining the absorption spectra
of propylene, it is not possible to tell that a third electronic
transition occurs at 58 760 cm-1 or even that there is a third
transition at this energy. The third transition is clearly revealed
in the magnetic circular dichroism spectrum. Not only that but
the connection of the electronic structure of ethylene and
propylene is revealed by the use of magnetic circular dichroism
spectroscopy. It is a powerful tool when applied to the problem
of the electronic structure of molecules, even in molecules
without degenerate states. The measurement of vacuum ultra-
violet magnetic circular dichroism spectra of molecules is
difficult and time-consuming even with the use of synchrotron

TABLE 4: Summary of Assigned Electronic Transitions for Propylene and Ethylene

propylene
ethylene

wavenumber
assignment

(using ethylene notation) wavenumber assignment

52 000-55 080 cm-1 (190-182 nm) π f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u) 50 000-57 000 cm-1 π f 3s (1Ag f 1B3u)
(190-182 nm) (200-175 nm)

55 080-58 760 cm-1 π f π* ( 1Ag f 1B1u) 57 000-62 500 cm-1 π f π* ( 1Ag f 1B1u)
(182-170 nm) (175-160 nm), accidentally degenerate,

with π f 3pσ and/orπ f 3py

58 760-65 550 cm-1 π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) and/or 57 000-62 500 cm-1 π f 3pσ (1Ag f 1B2g) and/or
(170-153 nm), doublets π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g) (175-160) doublets,

accidentally degenerate, withπ f π*
π f 3py (1Ag f 1B1g)
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radiation, but it gives unique information about the electronic
structure of molecules.
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